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,The latest quotation of raw sugar in New York, Angust 15,
\as $5.65 for Cuban centrifugals, 96 0 test.

0---

Nearly all the plantations have ceased grinding for the sea
son, and the export of sugar for the last qnarter of the current
year may be smaller than usual, as extra exertions have heen
made to place the erop on the Sn,n Francisco market before
.any cha,nge takes place in the tariff.

---0--

From all parts of the grollp favomble reports continne to
be received of the growing crops. Good weather and a fair
amount of rainfall give promise of an average crop of sugar for
1891. The three Hew and large mills now in process of erection
will not turn out sugar before the year 1892.

---0--

A new insect pest hn,s invaded Massachusetts, and is destroy
ing fruit rLlld other trees and plants of almost every kind. It
is known as the "Gypsy :Moth," and was introduced with silk
wonm;, or I1<\,S beon in some ''''icY evolved from them. Thus fiLl'

they are confined to an aroa of fifty milos square, noar Boston.
The legisbture has votod fifty thousand dolhLrs to be expended
in exterminating these moths.



TVITH OUR READERS.

By a recent mail we-received from Mr. Geo. Stade of Berlin,
a pamphlet, containing suggestions on the working of a cane
sugar central factory, of which he is the author. Some sugges
tions given in it regarding the best manner of keeping the
expense account of cane planting and the manufacture of
sugar, though they may not be entirely new to every reader,
are still worth studying by all. We have copied on pages 345
to 355 a part of his statement. Accompanying the pamphlet
we received a circular from the firm of which Mr. S. is the
head, which conta,ins information relative to the construction
of the latest and best machinery for both mill and diffusion
works, whicb any of our friends CCLn peruse, should they desire
to do so.

The tables in the above article show to vvhat close calcula
tions the cost of cultivation of cane is curried, exhibiting tile
cost pel' acre, as well as pel' ton. The SeLme details arc cCLrried
out in the manufacturing department.

'Wecongratulate the Wilder's ::3. S. Company on the acqui
~ition of the new and beautiful steamer Chwdine, which has
been added to their fleet of inter-island boats. The increasing
tnwel and carrying trade calls for swift and commodious
vessels, and 'with the fine boats now in the servie~ of the two
principcLI steamship companies, tourists and business men can
find inter-islcmd tnweling accommodations eqnal to those of
any part of the world.

---0---

The lady bugs which were imported from San Francisco
some weeks since, to attaek and exterminate the cottony
cushion scale, appear to be doing their work in a most sn,tisfac
tory manner. Over twenty colonies have been located in
various parts of the city, and the trees 011 which they were
placed seem to have been cleaned of the scale. They increase
very rapidly, and the beetle fiies from tree to tree, searching
for new snpplies of food, and deposits her eggs where the
cottony scales are most abundant.

0---
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The first analysis that has been made of oue of the new
seedling canes raised at the Barbadoes Bot~Lllical Station, is
given on pages 359 and 360. The report states that it promises
to produce "about double the average of common canes."
This however is simply based on the product of one hill, which
mayor may not be verified, when tested on a larger scale. As
a commencement in efforts to improve the sugar cane, this
report seems to give promise of good results.

Very few persons who are accustomed to drink tea are aware
of the labor required in the cultivation, gathering and curing
of the leaves which furnish this refreshing and health-giving
beverage. From the account, it would appear that no other
countries excepting only China, Japan and India can supply
the cheap labor required for the production of tea. One can
not read this article without gathering 111 uch information
respecting tea, and perhaps obtaining a higher appreciation of
the luxury of this beverage when of choice quality, which is so
common that we fail to value it as much as it deserves.

The United States Government is doing a valuable work in
maintaining its suge"!'r experiment stations in Louisiana and
Kans<Ls. Bya recent mail we received Bulletin No. 28, con
teLining the results of the experiments at Audubon Park,
Louisiana, under charge of Dr. Stubbs, for which we are
indebted to our friend W. J. Thompson, Esq. We copy, on
page 367, the summary given for four years' experimenting,
which should be read by every planter, especially what relates
to fertilizers, the use of which is becoming indispensable here.

Among' the minor industries, Lees and honey furnish one of
the pleasantest and, considering the small outlay, one of the
most remunerative employments that can be engaged in. Every
where on these islands, flowers are perennial and so abundant
that there is so difficulty in starting an apiary in city or coun
try. And once successfully started, it is a constant and per
petual source of pleasure and profit. The reader is referred to
page 371 for ma.ny useful hints relative to it.

Now that attention is being turned to the increase of insect
pests, our readers will be interested with an article from the
pen of a lady who 1ms devoted much time to the interesting
study of aphides, which will be found in almost every ga,rden
and orchard. She has gCl.thered valuable information from
many rare sources, and, taken altogether, tells an instructive
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story; though her suggestion at the close that some enterpris-'
ing Yankee go into the sug,l,r business from gathering the:
sweet products of the aphis, is perfectly ridiculous.

----"'-~o~---

THOUGHTS ON DiFFUSION,;

The eNperiments now being made in these islands with difi'u-'
sion speak well for the enterprise of the planters; and show
plainly that they do not intend to be left behind in the march
of progress, These experiments cannot fail to be instruetiv6'
and useful to everyone interested in the manufacture of sugar1

and this is a still more pleasant thought v'Then we rememb81'
that from these almost unknown Islands, some of the most
useful machines have been invented and now are universally
used. Our planters Imve always been quick to adopt the most
useful inventions of other sugar producing countries, and most
of the mills are filled with powerful and costly machinery and
possess all the mechanical outfits necessary for first-class work,;

The outcome of all these combined improvements has been
beneficia'! in the highest degree, and has resulted in a gain in
many instances of a hunched per cent, over the old methods..
After 3niving at so high a degree of efficiency and getting,
every thing possible for good grinding, many of the planters
are branching out in a new direction to see what further gain
can be derived by the process of diffusion.

·Whether this will result profitably remains to be proved, but
however this nHLy be, we cannot help <.l,dmiring the pluck"
energy, and enterprise of the men who have nnclertaken at
their own expense to solve this important problem, whatever
the cost or difficulties lllay be, The experiment is a more
expensive matter than may generally be snpposed, that is fot
the pioneers of these Islands, who engage in it. '1'his is to be
expected in any new departme or entirely new process.

Diffusion is considered, by many and particularly by those
i)ersons that have had most to do with it, as beyond the experi~

mental stage. It is a success in Louisiana, but this fact does
not insure a like snccess here, for the conditions are essentially
different. '1'he fuel question which is supposed here to be the
greatest drawback is foulld at their very doors, and can be got
very che~Lply, while here the reverse is the case; but we have

Tlte Plarders1 J.llontfdfj. [Sf01. Ix.
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80me advantage over them in this particular item of fuel, for
while they in . most instances derive very little benefit from
and make no use of the exhausted chips, we readily burn them!
and find tlmt thAy have considerable value, constituting three
quarters and never less then two-thirds of all the fuel needed.
The greater amount of fuel needed by diffusion is evidently
due to the inferior qnality of the chips but it is also appa,rent
that a greater amonnt of heat is needed by diffusion, that notM

withstanding neither clarifiers nor clea,ners are used. '1'his is
mainly due to the dilution of the juice, which amounts to 20
to 30 pOl' cent. '1'he fuel question is certainly a drawback to
diffusion, but it is not so serious a matter as was anticipated,
for the extra fuel needed does not appear to exceed 700 pounds
of coaJ to the ton of sugar, and ma,y eventually be reduced
considerably below this figure.

The best thing in diffusion is the extraction. This evidently
cannot be surpassed by any other known process. It is un M

doubtedly the best means of extracting the juice from the
cane. It is done vvith ease, dispatch and thoroughness, and
with comparative safety, although to press the chips to a suf~

ficient dryness the mills 111 ust still be Bet to exert their greatM

est strength. \iVith diffusion, all of the saccharine matter
could be extracted, were it advisable to do so, and herein is
found its greatest ad vantage. But such thoroughness is not
ani ved at, not being considered profitable.

There seoms to be a disposition 1",0 take a different basis of
comparison between diffusion and grinding. vVith grinding
we usually ta,l~e the cane as a basis, but with diffusion it is
usually the cwailable sugar; and so if half of one per cent. be
lost, it means rather more than the same quantity of juice as
expressed with grinding. There is a possibility of waste by
diffusion, if care be not exercised in every department. If
slicers a.re used, the extraction is found to vary according to
the thickness of the chips, being less as they increase in thick
ness, ,111Cl vic(' l'eJ'sa. It also depends to some extent upon the
heat, of the battery being maintained at the propel' tempera
ture, as woll as the circulation, pressure and sizo of the cells.

'1'he purity of the juice i~ said to bo in favor of diffusion.
'l'his may be truo uncler some circllmstances-and the best con
ditions; but the novice in diffusion will probably find the re~
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verse to be the case. He will probably find that the first sugar
does not work) boil, or grain up as well as it might be expected
to do, while the second sugar may be worse, and the third still
worse. Now this may not be the fault of diffusion so much as
some defect in the management of the battery or the manipu
lation of the juice. The usual practiee here is to do the clari
fying) <?leal1ing, etc., in the cells of the battery, but whether
this is the proper thing to do under all circumstances is a
question. rrhe fact that-this method works well in one dishict
does not prove it will in all. It is well known that the sugar
cane varies greatly in different soils and climates, and it may
to such an extent as to require a totally different treatment.
This, however, is a matter which ecl,ch individual will have to
decide for himself.

J
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11 OUISIana, w 1.ere presumal)1""ftlls su Ject IS better under-
stood, tho clarifiers are still used, as it is considered impossible
opel' oc y c an y the JUIce in the cells. T 118 may be caused

possibly by the different methods of preparing tho cane for
diffusion, and again it may be ccl,Used possibly by the cane. Be
this as it may, they consider they get better results by using
clarifiers. The primary object there, seems to be, not only to
get high extraction, but at the same time to get the juice at
the greatest purity. rrhere can be no question as to the ad
vantage of this, particularly to those persons who have wit
nessed the loss of time, of sugar, and not to mention the
trouble attending im perfectly defecated juice.

Gov. Warmoth of Louisiana, writing on this subject, men
tions having noticed that diffusion juice and syrup ferments
more quickly than mill juice, and admits of losing 100,000
pounds of sugar before they learned to prevent it; but, unfor
tunately does not say what means he took to do so. This gen
tleman is one of foremost and progressive planters in Americn,
and if he admits of losing so much, possibly others are losing
something too.

It is to be hoped that every difficulty will eventually be over
come, and if it is proved that the clarifying can be perfectly
accomplished in the battery, one of the chief ends will be
achieved. There can be no doubt that tho proper working of
the battery has much to do with the clarifica.tion of the juice,
for if it work too slowly, the more impurities are dissolved.



--·0---

EXPLOSIONS IN VACUUM PANS AND CELLS OF
J.11ULTIPLE EFFECT.

It is well known to those engaged in sugar boiling that a
soJution of sugar and 'water left standing for any length of
time in a vacuum pan or other vessel will generate spontaneous
fermentation, and that during the process of such fermentation
a highly explosive gas or a combination of gases is generated.
If this gas is confined till a sufficient quantity of it has accu
mulated, and then ignited, it will explode with for('.e enough to
blow the strongest vacuum pan into fragments.

Explosions ha,ve from time to time occurred in v("u:uum pans
and in the eells of multiple effects in the sugar houses on our
plantations in these islands, from the gas generated from the
"sour water" left standing in the pans for the purpose of soft
ening the scale deposited on the heating coils. drums, ete. But
fortunately, in most cases, no more harm has resulted than
scorching the skin and singeing the hail' of the individual seek
ing to introduce a lighted lamp or candle through the man-hole
of the vessel conbtining the fermenting liquid.
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It also appears important to keep the battery at the proper
temperature, and to work everything with regularity ~l,nd great
carefulness.

The changes nece~sary; when changing from grinding (above
what is needed for diffusion) are not great, when it i~ known
to a certainty just what is needed. rrhe greatest changes are
made in the furnaces, and it is also evident tlmt if the battery
is to work up anywhere near the same quantity of cane, a
larger triple effect is required. The triple etfeet. should be
capable of doing the work with ease, and to concentrate the
juice to ,any required density in order to prevent loss of time
and waste of fuel.

rrhe extra amount of labor required in diffusion appears to
be its greatest disadvantage, as it is in continuous operation
two sets of men are needed, while it seemi' to be impo~sible to
get twice as much sugar as was made by grinding.

But the relative gain by this method I will leave to others to
work out. 1 remain, yours truly,

I NVESTIGATOR.



Recently a more serious accident occUlTed at the Papaikou
Plantation, Hilo, Ha.waii. where an explosion of gas in a
vacuum pan caused considerable loss of property, and which,
under other circumstances, might hiLVe cansed a serious loss of
life as well. A large vacuum p<LD, capcLble of strikiug seven
teen tons of sugar, had been standing for about three days
with a fermenting liquid in it, sufficient in quantity to covel'
the coils. The pan had not been opened in any way, and as it
was not in use at the time, no 011e was near it. On the lower
floor, say thirty feet belo"w the top of the pan, stood the va,cuum
pump for said pan, and one of the workmen was engaged in
eXcLl11ining the valves. Of course a light came into requisition,
and a lighted candle was about to be introduced into the valve
chamber when the gas, which had accumulated in sufficient
quantity to fill the pan, gooseneck, saveall and condenser,
when the pipe that connects the condenser to the vacuum
pump exploded with a report that was heard more than a mile
away, and smashed the tine new pan and nearly all its belong
ings into fragments. Large pieces of iron were thrown with
such force that the heavy timbers of the fmme of the building
were broken up in all directions, and some of the fragments
were thrown through the walls of the house to a considerable
distance. Fortunately no one was hurt except the man who
was at the pump. who was badly scorched and scared. ·When
asked if be had used a candle in the pump, he said he had, but
it was a very small one.

Great care should be taken to see that pans containing fer
menting liquids are kept well ventihLted dlll'ing the time the
liquid remains in them, and no one should enter sueh pans;
either with or without a light, till the gas has been expelled.
Cases have been mentioned to us of men entering pa.ns con
taining gas that has been evolved from fermenting sugar and
water, eLnd died there before anyone knew anything about it.
Small matters sometimes cause great trouble, and had the
Chinaman known that such a small candle could have caused
such destruction and such harm to himself, he \vould not have
been there with it. Few men, any Inore than the Chin,unan,
would have thought of exploding the p,w through the pump,
and the object of this artiele is to show the d,wgor that, uncler
certain circumshtnces, may arise from the accumulation, con
finement and ignition of such gases.
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ON THE JFORKING OF A CANE SUGAR CENTRAL
FACTORY.

BY GEO. STADE (OHARLOTTENBURG 2, BERLIN).

It is an undeniable fact that during the past few years the
manllfaeture of cane sugar has tended more and more to aban
don the old worn-out paths. Amongst other processes tlmt of
diffusion, now crowned with complete success, (see the author's
treatises, the Sayar Cane of 18~6-87, etc.), has, through the ex
ertions of American and European technica,l experts, lent a
special il1Jpulse to the introduction of new ~mdll1ore rational
methods of worhing into those counti'ies wbich produce colo
nial sugar, with a view of increasing the yield of sugar and
diminishing the cost of production, so as to be able, even with
a return of the prices prevailing in 1884, to work to a profit.

Although, however, in the nature of tbings, progress only
makes its way very slowly in countries and among people who,
with an innate tendency to conservatism, are often removed
hy several thousand miles from the central point of so-called
culture, yet it ca,nnot be denied that improvements have been
definitely effected to many plantations and will go on further
extending.

In many cases the planter-manufacturer has been exceed
ingly cautions in adopting the troublesome innova,tions, as he
hn,d already too often been bitterly disappointed and deceived
by advertising tirms, and compelled to pay dearly for his ex
periments. This has mostly been the case where the attempt
had been made to transfer the man ufacturing' processes used
for beet sugar (I will here only mention osmose and such like
methods), directly to cane sugar factories, ignoring the radical
differenees in the composition of the two juices, bothin the raw
state and under other circumstances.. Considering the impor
tant changes introduced into the beet sngar factories, and
above all, looking to the really splendid results of modern beet
cultivation (the latest reports tulk of twenty pel' cent of sac
charose in the beets grown for seed), the often quoted remark
of the great .Justus von Liebig; " Beet sugar presents no pros
pect of success and has no future," is, trtking into account the
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high intelligence of those connected with the manuf~1cture of 
sugar, neither being fulfilled at present, nor likely to be in the 
time of abolition of all so-ca,lled premiums, to which we may 
confidently look forward. Yet in spite of this the superiority 
of the cane over the beet remains as firmly established as ever. 
And this· superiority is to be looked for, not, as 'is for the most 
part wrongly believed, either in the high saccharine content of 
the cane, which is novY a,nd then met with, nor in the great 
purity of the juice, nor even in the exceedingly easy manipula
tion of the tane in normal states of the weather, but solely 
and entirely in the results of the agricultuml operations, in 
the na,tural yield. 

European beet cultivators are still far from obtaining such 
results as have actuall'y been attained (certaiuly in this case 
only locttlly) ; crops of 125,000 kilos. of cane p6!" hectare, or 625 
centnel' pel' morgen, equal to fifty tons per acre, and. even more 
than this. But the fact that sueh results can indeed be at
tained with good soil, regular irrigation and sensible and rea,
sonable manuring, indicates a degree of pl'oductiveness of the 
tropical soil through solar influences, to reach which would be 
a hard task both for beet cultivators and science itself. 

In his articles on Guadaloupe in the Sucrel'ie Indi,r;ene of 
.JS82, ete., Mr. E. Riffard speaks of yields of 100 tons per hectare 
lforty tons per acre). In his detailed pLl blication, Cultw'e de la 
Crume a la Guadeloupe in 1887, Mr. P. Boname gives the follow
ing as avera~e crops for that island: 

First planting ........................ 60 to 75 tOllS per hectare. 
Second" .................. '.' .... 30 to 40" " 

In his manual, Da Canup a Sucre (Paris 1884), Mr. A. Delteil 
mentions seventy-five to eighty tons pel' hectare under normal 
cll'eu msti:1nCes,. etc. 

Finally, the very interesting experiments with various kinds 
of canes, lately conducted by Pl'Ofe::lsor Harrison, in Barbados, 
not un frequently indicate a yield of eighty to ninety tOllS per 
hectare. 

Sugar plantations ma,y, if desirable, be divided into three 
different crasses, according to the method adopted in manufac
ture, but it rnay be mentiqned that this classification, though 
certainly optional, is yet a very convenient one, which con'es
ponds with their position as regards productivity and rational 
manner of working. 



CLASS I.

The operations of the faetories belonging to this class :11'e as
a rule, onl.» on a small scale. The mode of cultivation is in
prinr.iple the same as that in use on larger plantations, at any
-rate not much inferior. 'l'he transport is effected by animal
labor, here and there by agricultural rail ways or caneLl, where
available. 'l'he eane is supplied to the mill by hand or by
small elevators. '1'he wod\: is earried on only by day; the boil
ing is done entirely over the open fire 01' in open vessels. The
product is the ordinary muscovado 01' jaggery. This is either
rammed in the forl11 of masse-cuite into casks, in which holes
are bored for running off the molasses, 01' the masse-cuite is
oscillated or celltrifugalled direct. The latter is the mOl;e un
common method. '1'here is, as a rule, no boiling for second
product, but the syrup is sold, only rarely distilled. There is
little or no weighing done is this kind of establishment, the
number of acres cut is known, and the barrels are counted'.
'1'he laboratory consists at the most of an isolated Beaume hy
drometer. This suffice:~ for them. Antiquated arrangements
,vill exist as long' as the succ/wmm. otJicina1'um forms sugar.
'1'he entire class is certainly in process of dying out in this age
of steam machinery, but in spite of everything it dies very
hard. Size of these establishments: Land cultivated, 259 to
750 acres; yield of sugar obtained from the cane, five to eight
per cent; saccharine content of the only product seventy-five
to ninety-five, according to the manipulation.

CLASS II.

The works belonging to this class possess several modern
appliances. The same remarks apply with respect to the agri
cultural process as those already made. Open ditches carry off
the water, but other systems of drainage are also met with.
The transport is the same as in class I., but there are also rail
ways of wider gauge. The emptying of the wagons is effected
entirely by the C,lne carrier. Now and then the cane or. the
bagasse is weighed. or at any rate calculated, and in several
cases the juice is also tested uy porlariscope, and, where they
are tolerably advanced, an attempt (certainly in the most
primitive fashion), is made to estimate the quantity of glucose.
'1'bere are also, here and there, two mills for better extraction
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CLASS III.

In this case everything is calculated for larger operations.
Rails or canals intersect the district. In many cases steam
plowing is used, and tile-drainage is heing more and more in
trodueed. The management of the cultivation and the factory
is usually b'eparate, and the factory in certain cases even buys
cane inc1ependently for crushing. The work is carried Qn unin
terruptedly. On Saturday the boiling is stopped. The mills
are of the largpst size, and the most various systems of extrac
tion are employed. such as :

1. Large three-roller mills.
2. Five or more roller mills.
3. Slieing or previous crushing of the cane, followed by

more eomplete crushing.
Finally the modern enfant terrible of the eane sugar manu-

facture, diffusion.
The juice (after defecation) is on the whole treated in a

manner similar to that in use in the beet factories. They are
not content with two product:.;, but are beginning third and
fourth boiling:.,;. The molasses remaining are naturally of little
value, and hence are in many cases distilled.
. The size of the establishment varies exceedingly, the follow

ing figures may be taken as approximate:

---- ---_._- --------,. ---------,--- ---_._-_._.------------------_..-

Land cultivated from 750 to 1,750 acres.
Yielrl of sugar obtained from the cane 7, 8 or 9 pCI' cent.
Saccharine content of the ht product .. 94 to 09 per ct. ) vcry variable according

. " "" 2d " .. SO to 90 per ct. ) to the mode of working.

,

of the juice. Work is carried on as a rule fron1 early in the
morning till late in the evening, and then everything is left
standing till next morning. The motive power is steam; boil
ing in open kettles) whether by direct application of fire or
with steam, is still met with. Here and there a small triple
effect is used. On the other hand, it is usual to finish boiling
in vacuo, whether the sugar is for direct consumption or for
the refinery. The product is a good, dry, cristaJlized sugar.
The molasses are also boiled and centrifugalled. The residuaJ
molasses are distilled, not often sold.

There are some attempt.s at regular registration of the oper
ations, and this kind of factories forms i-1 transition to the
work in eentraJ factories. Size of these establishments:
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rrABLE 1.

CALCULATION OF COST OF AGRICULTUl{E.
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Land cultivated•.......................... from 1750 to 5000 acres.
Calle worked lip pel' day... .. .." 250 to 10(1) tons.
Yield of sugar of allldllds (without diffusi.Oll) ..... 8 to 11 percent.
f::;u(~charilleeon tent as in Cbss II.

The following data are obtained frol11 n, plantation of this last
dass. As it may be assumed that both the mode of cultivation
and of manufaeture of the sugar cane are universally known to
those interested, only slight indications are given of the manner
in which the operations of the plantation were carried on.

A.-THE MANUFAC'!'URE OF SUGAR.

J. A,fjricultul'e.
rrhe whole of the working is under one general manager, and

consi~ts in the direction of several outlying "vorks (so called
plantations without sugar making). E,wh of these addenda has
its own personnel, independent book-keeping, and its own ma
terial, hospital ~Lnc1 workmen's dwellings.

The following table shows the cost of production as regards
the agrieultural operations, details of every operation being
given :-

r1'here<1,re over 3750 acres of land under cnltivation, and of
these fro111 165 to 2:)0 acres are cut annnally. New plantings

. .
i Co,t per Ton 'Cost prl Cost per Ton
iCo::;t per Acre. I of Cane. :Cwt. of of Sugar.

,I : . Cane. I

! I I I

---I. l\L\NAGEJlIEl\'l'. --Is---;-' is' ~._~ ---;'-I-$,;j-I-s-.-
Direction I -1 18 17:l1l 0 21 : 0 85 0 0-13, 2 05 853
Ovel'i5ight "I' 2 Ull 12 on: 0 14 : 051l 003U

1

: 1 42 i 5 91
::>erVltn ts . . . . .. \l G2 2 5S 0 03 . 0 13 0 OOG 0 30 I 1 25

II. OPEHA'l'lONS. i i
Fresh plantillg I ;{ 13 13 02: 0 15 . 0 G4 0 032 1 53 637
Supplying mtoons · .. 1 1 48 G lG~ 0 07 i 0 3U I 00151 0 72 I 30()
Weeding (fresh planting) " i 5 20 21 fi:l () :W . 1 on ' 0 0531 2 55 I 10 Gl

" tolll plants; : ·1 33 18 Ol! 0 21 0 1:\8 e 0-14: 2 121 S 1:\2
Il'fUllUI'i..ng ············IO!l4 3 !Jl: 005 0 III 00101040 1 III
PIOllglllllg i 2 GG 11 07, 0 13 0 5·1 0 127, 1 30 5 41
Drilling 0 83 3 4.')' 0 0-1 0 17 0 OO!J' 0 41 1 71
DraiHillg 2;;0 !l 571 0 11 0 47 0 02-111 lB I 4 70
f::;trippillg 0 51:\ °2 41! 003 0 12 0 OliGi 021:\ 1 17
Cutting '" 2 I:> S !J4i 0 11 0 44 0 022, 1 0,) i 4 37
Loading......................... 2:W lJ -lUi 0 11 () 4G 0 0:23! 1 11 I 4 li2
\Vlltching , .. " 0 1!J 0 7111 0 \lI 0 ()4 () 0021 0 OU i 0 37

Ill. l\IA'l'ElUAf,s. ,
l\Ianllre , 4 33 18 01, 0 21 0 88 0 0-141 2 12 II 8 82
Implements 0 70 2 !lli' 003 0 14 0007 0 34 1 41

IV. MAINTENANCE. I. I
Immigration , .' [I 73 7 201 0 O!J I 0 85 0 018i 0 851 3 M
Hospital. . . . . . . .. . . .. I lJ.l n HZi () 08 0 33 0 0171 0 80 3 <13
'l'axetl, InSllJ·~lnce 2 il~~I:l~~_.(~_}~__~~~1.J.~4--2~

\
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are made by means of cane-tops~ and the pel'eentage of plant
cane on the total crop is from 50 to 60. It is not advisable to 
allow the ratoons to stand longer than three years, as in that 
case the yield (about 8 tons per acre) decreases too much, and 
no longer covers the cost of prod nction. 

The cultivation is effected by manual labor (on aceount of 
local circumstances) ; open chains take off. t.he water from the 
soil. '1'he general average yield in cane amounts in this case 
to about 20 tons per acre. 

Very little manuring is done, the ma.nures are superphosphate 
and, most usually, sulphate of ammonia. 

II. Tmnspol't of tlie Cane. 
This is effected by two-wheeled m nle-carts which deliver the 

cane to the individual loadil{g stations. About 60 miles of wide 
guage rails intersect the land, and lOu wagons of 6 tons load~ 
drawn by 6 01' 7 locomotives, weighing 10 to 12 tons, a,ud of 50 
tons draught po\'\'er, convey the cane to the mills. Every wag
on is weIghed by the appointed employee before it is emptied 
into the elevators. No ded uction is made for leaves, which 
frequently render the working of tile mills much more difficult. 

An e~tellsive repairing workshop is in operation all the year. 

TABLE II. 
CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL COST OF CONVEYANCE OF THE CANE. 

" 

I II Co,t pcr TOIl I COot prll co,"t pe-r TO:," 

I
cost pcr Acre" of CUIle. Icwt. of of ::;lIgur. 
• I ,C=~i 

---------,--.. --'- i--·. -:-- I--i ~-, -, --
• ,::; S.::;;: S. 1 S. i :;; , H. 

I. MANAGEMEN'l'............. ·1 () 3i i 1 5-1! () 02 ! 0 08 I 0 00-1 0 18: 0 i5 
, I 

II. W AGI,S, ETC. i I 

Labor ............................ /321 13 35! 0 1(; 0 G5 () 03R: 15i 
I 0 l i 

Maintenance of \'lagon", Horses,i. i 0 (}_., , I,' 1 13 
etc. ............. .... ........ i 2 31 fJ ~fJi () 11 0 -17 .. -1 70 

Muintenance of Lines, UondR, etc.l 2 5~ 10 iii () 13 0 ij2 0 02(;i 1 ::W 
I i I 

II 1. COAl, AND FODDIm. ....... H!l7 16 5r () 20 () 81 0 OJ(;I 1 n5 

5 2-1 

811 

IV. l\IA l'ElUALS. 

\VngOl1fl, Horses, etc.. . . . . . . . . . .. -1 5i 19 OJ o "" o 93 o 0-16 2 2R H ~i; 

5 -15

1 

0 06 o ''- 0013 o 6-1 2 GO _I 

3 91 0 05 o 20 o 0101 d 4i 1 96 

I.illes, Roads, ctc .. , ........... " 1 31 

V. TAXES o 9-1 

--.~,-.. -- . 
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The preceding figures will give an idea of the expense of
keeping up this department. The amount of sugar, cane, rna·
terials, etc., conveyed is about 150,000 tons per annum.
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<~See in this connection also the author's comparative tables, relating to fuel
with diffusion and with the mill. "Note on Coal Consumption" (Sugar Cane,
li:lRG, p. 4GS), where O.G ton of coal pCI' ton of sugar is assumed. From this it
results that the coal c,ollsumption with the mill is 5.iO tons per 100 tons of cane,
and with diffusion (without bagasse) 15 tons per 100 tons of cane, while the
results, with sueerssful use of bagasse, according to the latest information
received (Sugar Canc, 1889, page 35,'"», are given as 11.21 tOilS for British
Guiana. But we hear even of only about 2 tons (?) being used in the Sandwich
Islands.

III. Central Fact01"y.

The cane here undergoes a single crushing in excellently
constructed mills of large calibre. The juice, after being
strained, is heated in three hen,ters to boiling point, partly by
exhaust steam n,ud partly by direct steam, and is then defeeated
vlith lime, until the acidity present is only small. The clarified
liquid runs direct to the triple-effect, and the scum which
remains over is filtered as far as possible in filter presses.
Several vacuum pans are used for boiling, which is conducted
under a pressure of a.bout one atmosph,ere (15 Ibs.). '1'he masse
enite is eentrifngalled while warm, and the sugar is sent off
daily to the quay belonging to ~he factory. The second product
is allo,vecl to stand from 10 to 15 days, the third (and last)
prod net is wori\:ed over after the close of the se~Lson. Half of

\ the proclndion is turned ont as grocers' sugar, chloride of tin
being used, the other half being clark refining sugar.

Ten to sixteen boilers with over 1000 square metres heating
surface supply the necessary steam for about 20 engines. The
fuel is coal and bagasse. either mixed or alone, as required.

The boilers are tubular and compound (fire tubes and tubular
hoilers arranged one behind the other).

The average consumption of fuel per campaign is about six
of Goal per cent. of cane.*

'1'he factory employs ~Lbout 150 workmen, who live on the
works in the plantations or in the village.

The data next following will serve to give an idea of the
amount and quality of the work. It may be further remarked
that the whole esta,blishment belongs technically to the better
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12.978 tons No. I.
4.610 " "II.=35.51 pCI' CCll t of mussc-cuitc No. 1.
2.810 " " III.==26.67" " " r.

or B1.01" " " II.

The total yield being 10.048 tons of sugar (I., II. ~Ll1d III.) =

77.45 pel' cent of masse-cllite No. 1.

III. MOLASSES.

2.139 tons of molasses left over=16A9 per ccnt of masse-cuite No. I.

The yield in chemically pure sugar is tolerably exactly
established in the figures given below. As regards the analysis
of the cane it must be noted that the saccharine content (012
H 22 0Il) was mostly obtained by the direct method. For this
purpose a specially constructed apparatus was employed, the
mode of working being that of the new extraction vessels of
Professor Scheibler, and the vessel for receiving the chopped
up cane slices being of platina, which was hung free in the
steam chamber. 'fhe cane, duly weighed and exhausted by
absolute alcohol, was used also for the approximate determina
tion of the cellulose and ashes, etc.

The absolute content in juice in the campaign in question
was:

of the kind, and in times past was even regarded as a pattern
faetory.

The Masse-cuites 1. and II. were weighed; No. III. was esti
mated, i.e., measured.

The quantity worked up at the factory amounts per crop to
about 60,000 to 70,000 tons of cane, according to the yield ill the
field; from this about 66 pel' cent of the juice is obtained by
single crushing.

The follo"wing results of the actual working ill one campaign
may be cunsidered ,,1,S practically exact.

One hundred tons of cane gave :-
I. MASSE-CUITE.

II. SUGAR.

7.852 tons sugar No. 1.=60.50 pel' ccnt of rnas~c-cuitcNo. I.
1.524" " "11.=11.77" " "I.

or 33.16" " " II.
0.672" " " III.= 5.18" " "I.

01' 23.90" " " III.



'l'ABLE III.:1:
DETAILED CALCULATION OF THE GENERAL EXPENSES IN THE

CENTRAL FACTORY.
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It varied regularly, and altered only in the case of cane of an
abnormal character.

The average content is partially indicated in the following
calculations. 'fhe amount of glucose or invert sugar has been
left out of the calculation, and no figures for this are here given.

Percentage 'Calculated on the
Weight of Cane.

1. Saccharose 14.220 (C 12 H 22 0Il)

2. Saccharose obtained in the juice 11. 016 "
3. Loss in the bagasse 3.204 "
4. Saccharose obtained in form of sugar

(1.,11., III.) 9.435 "
5. Difference between Nos. 2 and 4 1.581 "
G. Obtained in molasses (approximately) 0.540 "
7. Loss by inversion and in the working

(not including bagasse) 1.041 "
8. '.rotall08s in manufacture :

(n) Loss in the bagasse.
(b) Loss in the wOI'king (scum, etc.)
(0) Loss by inversion during working.
(d) Loss in the molasses :-

(A) Saccharose.
(B) Saccarose inverted but not lost (invert sngar.)

'.rota1 loss on yield :- t';l

4.785 per cent of 012 H 22 0Il on weight of cane.

<i'It may be observed that no account is taken in the tables of deduction for
depreciation on machincry, interest, etc. It is therefore 1Iot poi'lsible to com
pare these tables quite exactly with the corresponding tables fOI' wOl'king in
Europe. Repairs and new machinery, for example, are summed up under
"spare l11llchi nery."

EXPENSES PEP.

Acre. Ton of Cane.
Cwt.

Ton of Sugar.Cane.
--------------- ---- ------

I. lYIANAOElIIEN'l'. S S. S s. S. S s.
1. Direction '" ................ 2 OD 8 6D o 10 o 42 o 021 1 02 42
2. Oversight................... 1 30 5 41 o 06 o ,,~ o 013 o 64 2 66~I

3. Sernlllts, etc............... o 26 1 08 o 01 o 05 o 002 o 12 o 5U
II. 'VAOES.

(a) While W01·king.
1. Cane Carrier ......... , . ! ... o 80 3 32 o 04 o 16 o 008 o 3D I 62
2. Extraction of juice ..... '" . o 83 3 45 o 04 o 17 o ODD o -11 1 71
3. Defecation of juice ......... 080

1

3 32 o 04 OW o 008 o 3D 1 62
4. Boiling'..................... o 36 I 50

1

o 02 o Oi; o 00-1 o 18 o 75
5. CentrifuglllIing............ o DO 3 -17 o 04 o 18 o 00U

1

o 44 1 83
6. Packing' lind loading...... ,. o 27 1 12 001 o 05 0003 () 13 054



It is quite clear that that portion of the saccharose in the
cane which is inverted in the working, and passes into the
molasses, being, a.s far as sugar making is concerned, lost,
must be booked as a loss to the central factory. rrhis loss nat
urally appears as a gain to the distillery, and so is at any rate
not an absolute peeuniary deficit.

Unfortunately in the factory in question there was a total
want of means of detailing the special loss in ,vorking, and in
the same manner the not ascertainable but mostly imaginary
losses could not be distinctly indicated.

As stated above, the yield in saccharose in the form of raw
sugar was 9.435 pel' cent., and hence out of every 100 parts (by
weight) of cane brought into the factory there were 66.351 parts
of saccharose sent out again in the form of raw sugar.

The yield obtained on the raw juice was 85.55 per cent of
C\2 H

l12
0'1 in the form of raw sugar. This must be regarded

"~.,

3 83
5 24
0.58

2 70
o 83
2 62
() 17
o 58
44H
4 89

058
058
4 16

() 67
453
o 4G
2 91
058

31 03
15 52
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o 003 0 16
o 023 1 00
o OOZI 0 11
0015 0 70
o 003i

l
0 14

o 1.'i5 , 7 46
o 07~i})8

o 27 0 013 0 6ii
o 08 0 004 020
o 26 0 013 (J 63
o 02 I 0 001 0 04
(J O(i 0 0031 0 14
o 45 0 023 1 OS
o 49 0 02511 19

o 38 0 019 i 0 92
o 52 0 02(i 1 26
o 06 0 003 0 14

o 06 0 003! 0 14
o (Jo 0 OO:~ 0 14
o 42 0 028 1 00

EXPENSES PER
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Acre. I '['on of Cane. <?;~~. Ton of Sugar.

-;-Coal boiler-house~~-;;;;-3 49\1-;;;;-;;--;; I) 009~-1- 1 71
8. Bagasse " .. .. .. . . . . 0 33 1 37 0 02 0 07 () 003 O]() (J 67
9. Lighting and watchmen.. .. 0 59 2 45 0 03 0 12 0 0(16 0 29 1 21

10. Engineering............... 0 64 2 66\ 0 03 0 13 0 006\' 0 31 1 29
n. Sundries.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 42

1

1 75 0 02 0 09 0 004 0 21 0 87
(b) While Standing.

1. Engineers. etc ..... :.. ..... 077 320 004 016 0008 038 158
2. Bricklayers, carpenters, etc. 1 OJ 4 20 0 05 0 20 0 010 0 49 2 04

III. CARRHGE.
1. Conveyance to wharf....... 0 n 0 46 0 01 0 03 0 001 0 06 0 25
2. Warehousing and unload-

ing. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0 30 1 2.5 0 01
3. Watchmen ..... :.......... 0 30 1 2iil 0 01
4. Shipment on steamer...... 2 04 8 491 0 10

IV. MA'rEIuALs.
1. General...... . . . . . .. . . . . . . 1 33 5 54

1

0 07
2. Lubricating oil, etc......... 0 40 1 66 0 02
3. Acids and lime.. . 1 28 5 33 0 06
4. Lighting materiaL....... .. 0 08 0 33' 0 (11
5. Filtel'ing " . .. .. .. .. 0 30 1 25 0 01
6. Packing " 2 20

1

9 1.5 0 11
7. Spare machinery..... . 2 43 10 11 0 12

V. FUEL. I

1. Coal.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . 1 89\ 7 86\ 0 09
2. Freight.................... 2 57 10 69 0 13
3. Unloading · () 29 1 21 0 III

VI. l\IAIN'rENANcE.
1. Insurance · 0 32 1 33 0 02 0 07
2. Taxes and duty.. .. 2 22 9 24 0 11 0 45
3. Immigration............... 0 23 0 96 001 () 05
4? Sundries, repairs, etc 1 43 5 95 0 07 0 29
5. Infirmary ·· () 30 1 25 0 01 0 06

VII. Fm';IGH'l' OF SUGAR..... 15 22 63 32 0 75 3 10
VIII. CO;lOUSSIOJS'•.......... ··· 7 61 31 G6 0 37 1 55
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TABLE V.
GENER4L EXPENDITURE FOR AGRICULTURAL OPERATIONS, CONVEY

ANCE OF CANE AND CENTRAL FACTORY.

as by no means unsatisfactory, taking into consideration the
circumstances and the arrangements of machinery, etc.

TOTAL EXPENSE OF WORKING.

The whole of the prin~ipal items of the three departments
are brought together in the following table.

TABLE IV.

3

o
3
7
5

9
5
7
o

42

6
6
6
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GENERAL COST PER

Cwt. of
Acre. Ton of Callc. Cane. Ton of 'Sugar.

------------------ --- --,-----
S s. S s. s.

215801
s.

a) A. Agriculture ........ 4452 185 20 2 18 9 Oi 045 90 69
B. Conveyance ........ HJ 30 8029 o 95 3 94 o 20 9 46 39 35
C. Central factory ..... 55 09 229 17 2 70 11' 23 o 56 269[1 11228

-------
b) A. & B., Agriculture and

13 01 o 65 31 26 13U U4Conveyance ......... 63 82 265 49 3 13
C. Central factory ..... 55 09 229 17 2 70 11 23 o 56 2699 11228

-- ----------------
c) Cost of Production...... 118 91 49,1 66 5 82 24 23 1 21 58 24 242 28

Deduct Molasses ....... U 55 27 2i} o 32 1 34 o 07 3 21 13 2.'l
--------_. -

et Expenditure of the
Sugar Manufacture ...... 112 36 46i 41 5 50 22 89 1 14 55 03 228 93..

Aug., 1890.]

- -
EXPENDITURE Plm

Cwt. of
Acre. 'ron of Cane. Calle. Tall of Sugar.,

---------------- ---- --- --
I. AGRICUVl'URAL DEP'l" $ s. S I s. s. $ s.
l. Management ............. 7 704 32 049 0377 1 570 o 079 3 772 15 70
2. Cultivation .. , ...... " ... 26 059 108405 1 276 5 307 o 265 12 758 53 07
3. Materials.................. 5041 20 971 o 247 1 027 o 0.51 2 468 10 26
4. Maintellance ............. 5 713 23 766 0280 I ]G-l o 058 2 797 11 63
II. CARRIAGE OF CANE.

l. Management............. 0371 1543 o 018 o 076 o 004 o 182 o 75/
2. Wages.................... 8 100 33 696 o 399 1 662 o 083 3 99.5 16 61
3. Coal, fodder .............. 3971 16 519 o 195 o 810 o 040 1 946 8 09
4. Materials................. 5 888 24494 o 288 1 200 o 060 2 884 11 99
5. Taxes ........ ........... 0971 4 039 0048

1

0 198 o 010 o 416 1 98
III. CRN'I'R,AT, FAC'l'ORY.
l. j\~anagemel1t............. 3 651 15 188 o 1791 0 744 o 037 1 789 74
2. Wages.................... 8563 35 622 o 420 1 145 o 087 4 195

1
17 451

3. Carriage ................. 2 749 11 436 o 135

1

0'"0 o 028 1 3471 5 60
4. Materials................. 8 040 33 446 o 394 1 039 o 082 3 939i16 38
5. Fuel .................... , 4 'i48 19 752 o 233 0 968 o 048 23261 9 67
6. Maintenance ............. 4506 18 745 o 221 0 919 o 046 2208i 9 185
7. Freight of Sugar......... '115 224 03 332 o 7461 3 103 0 15.5 7 458;31 025
8. Commissiof.l.... , ......... 1 7 612 31 6U6 o 373 1 551 o 078 3 72915 51
_.-- ._- -_.

N
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CINCHONA CULTIVATION IN BOLIVIA, SOOTH
A.MERICA.

The production of cinchona bark, or· cascarilla as it is called,
from which the alkaloid quinine is extracted, was for many
years Bolivia's most importc1nt industry in the agricultural
line; but during the last four years it has proved unprofitable,
owing to competition in Java and the Btitish pl'ovinces i11
southern Asia. rrlmt class of individuals known at home as
" smart Alecks" are found even in this out-of-the-way corner
of creation. One of these is a certain SenoT Shucroft, who
was a hecwy planter of cascarilla a few years ago, prospero·us
and presumably happy. One unlucky day the idea struck
him of sending a quantity of quimL seed to his home govern
ment-that of Holland--thereby getting himself into the
papers and winning the gratitude of posterity. In uncalled~

for generosity he sent a very large amount of seed, with
minute directions for its treatment derived from his own ex
perience, and the suggestion that experiments be made in
Java. The remarkable success of cinchona in that island led
the British government to encourage its planting in Ceylon,
and already the business is ruined everywhere by over-produc
tion. Mr. Shucroft received a little gold medal from the
Dutch king in acknowledgment of his enterprise, but at the
same time he lost all his fortune by having made valueless his
own extensive cascarilla plantation.

DIFFICULTIES OF TRANSPORTATION.

Bolivia can never compete with those countries that now
take the lead in cinchona production, because of her immense
disadvantage in the matter of transportation. All her pro
ducts must ctoss the successive cordilleras of the Andes on
their wa,y to the sea, mostly on mule back, at a cost of trans
portation not less than eleven bolivianas per hundred weight,
an expense five times gl'ecl,ter than that of carrying it from the
coast around Cape Horn to Europe.

On the other hand, the bark produced in Ceylon and Java
yields only two-thirds as much sulphate of quinine as that
grown in this pa.rt of the world. I!'ully nine-tenths of BoliVieL'S
cascarilla is of the red variety, known as quina morada. As

/

i,

,;

i~
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an example of the rapid depreciation in the price of bark may'
be mentioned the Erickson plantation, which was valued at
1,500,000 bolivianas five years ago and is now offered for sale
at less than a quarter of that ~lmount, but cannot find a pur
chaser.

The num bel' of quina trees now under cultivation in Bolivia
1S said to exceed 15,000,000, about two-thirds of them being in
the province of Mapiri, near the northern border, whose busi
ness center is Sorrato. 'fhe department of Yungas cultivates
half a million trees and a great many are grown in the Beni
province, farther to the east. It is impossible to get any reli
able statistics regarding Beni's productions, because they all .
go to the eastern coast of the continent via the Amazon and
its tributaries. Indeed, there are no printed statistics of any
kind concerriing Bolivia's exports or imports, and no history of
the country was ever written except one small and very in
complete edition in Spanish published forty years ago.

TREATMENT OF CINCHONA.

As to the treatment of cinchona-at this distance from the
equator it will not grow at a greater elevation than 5,000 feet,
nor lower than 3,000. The seeds, which are sown in beds, are
so very small, lighter than the lightest thistle down, that the
least breeze will blow them away, necessitating great care in
the handling. When the plants are about one foot high they
are trau8planted five or six feet apart to the sunny side of a
mountain. It is asserted that virgin soil is absolutely neces
sary and that the addition of any kind of fertilizer would be
ruinous. Twice every year the earth between the tree is
slightly disturbed by the primitive plows of the country, and
that is all the {, cultivation" they require. At the age of
eight years the trees 'are ready to strip, or if the o'wner is hard
up, as is usually the case, a 'part of them may be utilized
sooner and young plants put in their places. In some sections
it is customary to remove froni each tree about a quarter of
its bark every year, but here the tree is cut down to the
ground, its trunk and large limbs peeled and the smallest
branches carefully scraped clear to the leaves. An eight
year-old' tree yields from twelve to fifteen pounds of bark,
which in the present depressed sttLte of trade is worth only
about seventy-five cents.
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THE QUININE TREE.

If the peeled-off bark happens to get wet, it loses much of .
its alkaloid quinina; hence every planter has to build ample
sheds in which to dry it. The trunk of the tree, after having
been peeled, is entirely valueless, not even good for firewood
in a country where fuel is scarce. '1'he cost of cutting, drying
and packing the bark is about $1.90 per hundredweight. rrhe
process of packing is as follows: A box is lined with coarse
sacking ant! then a layer of banana le~Lves. The bark is put in
and pressed down with machinery until the box will hold no
more and the scale indicates exactly one hundred pounds. It
is then removed from the box, ba,nana leaves and all; a
second sack is added and the whole bound tight with raw-hide
thongs. rrhere are no fewer than twenty-one varieties of the
quina tree, some worthless, others mnging in the amount of
quinine contained in the bark from one-half pel' cent to seven
pel' cent. The buyer must know his business, for if not an
expert he is likely to be badly sold. The" gold brick" swindle
has not been so often perpetmted in the United States as that
of selling for cascarilla the worthless bark of some other tree.
A well-known dealer of La Paz, who ought to have known
what he was about after years of experience, recently lost
$160,000 at one fell swoop on a ship load of bark supposed to
be cascarilla, but which, when arrived at the English market,
turned out to be a species of oak, good for nothing at all. The
only way to test the bark is by tasting it. That which
gives out a bitter taste immediately on being taken into the
mouth will yield a comparatively small amount of quinine,
while the best must be chewed before the quinine taste is
apparent.-Exchange.

---01---

The importance of stock as affecting the tree is not carefully
enough guarded. .

A tree must ha.ve a good constitution, if it will grow, flourish
and live a long life of usefulness, bearing good paying crops.

The seed should be sound, perfect, and from good stock, and
the proposed tree that is to be planted in orchard form should
be properly grown on a whole root. .

Such trees will bring success if properly cared for. Too
much attention cannot be given to this most important matter.
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The oldest of our seedling canes, the plant which I have
mentioned before in these columns as having been received
when only two or three inches high from lVIr. Bovell, Dodd's
Botanical Station, Barbados, last April twelve-months, and
which was planted out when two feet high, four months later,
has now grown to a massive plant, and it occurred to me lately
that I might have it analyzed, to compare the composition
now with th8t at the end of the year when the plant will be
mature, and I hope, will also have flowered. The stool con
tains at present about a dozen canes which are 15 or 16 feet
high, and more than as many more younger ones of various
heights, coming on, and which will mature before the end of
the year. Tlmt cut for analysis was the original first shoot,
and therefore the oldest on the stool, though it was not the
largest. The variety is quite distinct from any other known to
me, but its affinity is obviously with the Selangore and
Elephant group, between which two canes mentioned, in fact,
it is nearly intermediate in general character, partaking rather
more perhaps ~f the Selangore.. This alliance, shown by
general external characters, was confirmed by the results of
the chemical analysis. It tillers plentifully, and the· growth is
quite erect. The color of the canes is pJ'Uinose while they
are young, but this tint disappears with age, and the color
passes to a white-green, blotched here and there where sun
exposed with pink or carmine, and with a soiled suffusion
immediately below the nodes. In wet weather the nodes
produce a fringe of roots, which, from the pressure of the
sheath of the leaf of the next lower node, gro\v straight down
the cane, not extending however in length much beyond the
next node. These roots are strong anel fresh and healthy
while encl03ed by the leaf-sheath, but they gradmtlly dry up
and perish in dry weather after the leaf embracing them drops
away. The foliage is heavier than in most other varieties, and
as a rule drops readily while still green, aided, however, ill
this by the pressure of the node-roots. The buds are promi
nent, and disposed to vegetate where borers have injured the
cane. Like those of the Elephant, the canes are often hollow
between the nodes. 'rhe single cane cut for analysis was six
inches in girth and 17;1 feet long over the foliage, about half of

Aug., 1890.1
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which length was matured cane. Cane and foliage together
weighed 11-1' lbs., the cane alone being 8-~· lbs. of the total
weight. The leaves were 6"~-'7 feet long and four inches wide.
Allowing for the tapering at the top, each leaf contained 288
square inches of surface=two square feet. There were 16
leaves on the cane when it was cut, six of which, removed from
the stalk, weighed 1 lb. There were also 56 nodes from which
the leaves had dropped, thus making 72 leaves in all to the
cane, weighing 12 lbs., possessing a superficial area of 144
square feet. Most of the other canes on the stool either are,
or promise to be larger than the one cut for ~Ll1alysis, but
taking the data which the examination of that has yielded, ill
the autumn, when the stool is mature, the 25 ripe canes which
it will then bear will have produced in the course of their
growth 1,800 leaves, weighing 300 lbs., covering a superficial
area of 3,600 square feet; and 212} lbs. of grinding canes, or
with the foliage and tops on, 2S7} Ibs. Including the weight of
the leaves that had dropped the gross yield in weight would be
520 lbs. An acre planted eight feet by eight feet would
contain 681 plants, from which the yield would be on the above
basis' 17,025 canes, 1,225,800 leaves, weighing 204,300 lbs.,
covering a superficial area of 2,451,600 square feet, and 144,712t
lbs. of grinding cane; or with the foliage and tops on, of
195,787-~· lbs., 01' including the foliage dropped, a gross yield of
354,120 lbs. In tons the yield would be : of grinding cane, 64
tons 12 cwt. 8 Ibs., and the gross yield in weight, including
foliage 15tl tons 1 cwt. 881bs. This is about double the average
yield of ordinary canes, but the weight of grinding cane pel'
acre has been exceeded here by several of the older varieties,
such as (taking the names as they are used though some of
them are synonyms) the Bourbon, Caledonian Queen, Mani,
Lahaina, Cub'Ln, etc. and several others have come nearly upto it.

The following is Mr. Harrison's v8ry complete and highly
interesting analysis of this cane :-

GOVERNMENT LABORATORY, MAY 29th, 1890.
Rcsu.lt of the Exam:ination of a SccdlhlII Sugar Canc Grown at the

Botanieal Gar({mls.
Actual lelJ~th of Canc 17 fcet 5 in.
Length of Cane proper !J feet
Actual weight.. 11 Ius. n ozs.
'Veight of Cane proper 8 II G II

Number of joints in Calle 56
Average length on one joint 1'1) inches.
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A . CHAPTER ON TEA. - HOW AND lYJlERE IT IS
GROWN AND PREPARED FOR MARKET.

Coefficient of Purity..... 89'(;4 58'29 85'94 22'24 5'74
Glucose per 100 of Sucrose 3'03 53'41 8'02 240'27 4H)'35

J. B. HARRISON.

The yield of S':lgar would be about four tons per acre, but the
Bourbon cane, yielding the same weight of cane would give
from five to six tons per acre.-Demerara Argosy.

---0·---
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Water ...... •••••••••••••••• ow 86'00 91'20, 86'91 93'30 94'60

Sucrose ........ , ...... 12'55 5'13 11'25 1'49 '51

Glucose ..................... '38 2'74 '79 3'04 1'30

Ash ......................... '43 '39 ·42 '60 1'48

Organic matter ........ :... '64 '54 '63 1'57 2'31

100'00 100'00 lOU'OO lOO'OO 100'00

COMPOSITION OF THE JUICE EX'l'RAC'rED FROlll 'rHE CANE.

Cane, Cane white Wholeripe . Cane as Cane Top. Leaves.
joints. upper Joints. sent.

Presentage ey.tracted 64· 3 73' 6 66' 1 61· 5 12' 6
Specific gravity 10'57 10'35 10'53 10'26 10'21

, By HARVEY M. rrnOMAsoN.

It seems strange that so little is known by the people of the
history of vegetable products such as are in common use
throughout the world, and that there are no works devoted
exclusively to these, the most important articles of commerce.
Of the tea-plant no on8 has given more reliable or' useful
information to the public than Mr. Robert Fortune, who from
childhood was devoted to botanical pursuits. He becamA plant
collector to the Horticultural Society of London. While in its
employ he published a,n account of his travels in China, the
land of teas and flowers, entitled "Three Years' Wanderings in
the Northern Provinces of China." In this employment he was
enabled to study the habits and customs of the people and to
master the language of the country so perfectly that he was
able to pass through many provinces outside of the free cities
without detection. He says: "My object was to give the
reader a peep into the celestial empire, to show its strange
hill~ and romantic valleys, its rivers and canals, its natural
procluetions, whether in the field or on the hillside or in the
garden, and its stra.nge and interesting people, as they were
seen by me in their everyday. life."
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His second visit was made while in the employ of the East 
India Company, fro111 which he published his account of "The 
Tea Districts of China and India," in two volumes, in which he 
gives a full exposition of the culture of the plant and of the 
manufacture of teas, disproving many erroneous impressions 
in regard to the same. _ The particular purpose of this visit 
was to procure for the plantations of the East India Company 
in India from planta,tions in districts in China, into the enclo
sures of which a foreigner had never been allowed to enter, 
the best seeds and plants and the best imformation in regard 
to the soil and the cultivation of the plant, the methods of 
m-anipulating the leaf and the implements used in the manu
facture of the finest teas. 

'1'0 accomplish this purpose he disca,rded every European 
custom and adopted the dress, habits and food of the Chinese. 
He had already become expert in the use of the chop-stick and 
was accustomed to and familiar with the formalities of the 
country. He says: "My head was shaved, I had a splendid 
wig and tail, of which some Chinaman in former daYi:l had 
doubtless been extremely vain, which had been grafted on my 
hair and hung gracefully down nearly to my heels." His dress 
was so " scrupulously correct" and his disgnise so perfect that 
he passed through" the most fashionable cities" and densely 
populated portions of the country without beillg detected even 
by the dogs or recognized afterward by his most intimate 
friends on his return to Shanghai. 

From having been greatly interested in the trips of Mr. 
Fortune, being at the time and for many years after connected 
with the importation and jobbin~ ()f teas, and from having bad 
some personal experience ill the cultivation of tbe plant, I 
have yielded to a request to gire any information which I have 
received from Mr. Fortune's works or recall from my persorml 
experience which may be of interest or useful to others con
nected with the tea plant and other plants of economic botany. 

Thea is del'i ved from Teha, the Chinese name for tea. The 
tea-shrub is an evergreen, producing a profusion of single 
white fragrant flowers in the ripe capsules, of which there are 
three cells, each containing one seed. It is of the same natural 
order and family as the camellia. 'rhe old single red camellia 
and thf;! tea plant are found growing wild spontaneonsly 



together in the woods, and is said to have been first discovered
on the " far-famed" hill Sung-lo-8han) and that green tea was
first manufactured there. There are many species or varieties
of the plant, the most prominent of which are Thea Bohea,
Thea Viridis, Thea ASBamensis. The plant is grown from seed,
and like most other plants, varieties have resulted from
hybridizatjon or from difference of soil and climate, all pro
bably originating from one species.

All kinds of tea can be, and are, manufactured from either
one of the varieties of the plant-the essential difference con
sisting in the different modes of manufacturing. From 1.'hea
Viridis the northern districts furnish the foreign markets with
every variety of the finestkinds ; from Thea Bohea are manu
factured all the varieties that come from the neighboring
districts of Canton, and the East India Company send out to all
the world all the varieties of black and green made only from
Thea Assamensis, but the teas manufactured from Thea Assa
mensis are said to have superior qualities and greater strength.

\ 'l'he outside limit in which the plant is cultivated, either in
India, Chiu'a or Japan, is from the twentieth to the thirty
eighth degree of north latitude. It is grown on very high lands
or on hillside, in rich, deep, well drained soils, containing a
considerable portion of vegetable matter mixed with marl, clay
and silicious sand. The plants are raised from seeds which are
short-Iived and can only be transported in Wardian cases. The
seeds are gathered in October, and are kept fresh by being
mixed with sand and earth until March, when they are sown
where they are to remain, three or more being put into each
hole; 01' they are sown thickly in a small piece of ground,
from which they are transplanted when a year old into rows
about four feet apart.

The first leaves are picked from the plant not before the
third year, and are gathered from the matured tree three times
a year. Each leaf is picked by hand. The first picking
produces the tenderest 8ud most delicate leaves, from which
the finest teas are made, and from the later pickings the
coarser and cheaper are made. The very finest and highest
cost tea, which rarely finds its way to this country, is made by
extracting the fibre from the leaf. A sample shown me was
valued at $20 a pound.
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The plant under cultivation attains a height of about six
feet. The leaves when gathered are assorted. The larger are
used for Hyson and the coarser grades, and the smaller for
Young Hyson and the finer grade.s. After the leaves are
assorted they are spread out thinly on flat bamboo trays to dry.
'rhe tea houses into which the leaves are taken have from five
to twenty small furnaces about three feet high, the number
depending upon the necessities of the plantation, each furnace
having at top a roasting pan-always made of iron, never of
copper. These pans are heated by a charcoal fire made in the
furnacp. underneath. In the houses are also low tables covered
with mats, on which the leaves are placed when ready from the
furnaces. A portion of the leaves are thrown into the pans and
rapidly moved about with the hands. 'rhe leaves are then
taken off, moistened and put on again, diminishing the heat
with each repetition until the leaves become sufficiently soft
and flaccid to admit of rolling and twisting.

In the manufacture of green tea the leaf is not subjected at
any time to a heat sufficient to change its color, so that in the
entire process of ma,nufacture the green tea, retains its; natmal
color. When the leaves are plaeed on the tables, each leaf by
itself is twisted in such a manner as to prod uce the particular
kind of tea required to be made by the workmen who sit
around the tables. The teas are then passed through sieves of
different meshes, separating the dust from the tea and the finer
from the coarser, so as to properly grade them. The "pin-heads"
are called Ping Suey. 'rhe teas from the Moyuen district are
known by their peculiar toasty flavors.

The leaves for black teas are immediately after gathering
thrown into a heap until fermentation renders them soft and

. fla,ccid and changes their color. 'l'hey are then roasted for
some minutes, after which they are exposed in a moist con
dition for some hours to the air, and at last are placed again
over the furnace, until the natural color is destroyed by the
heat and the desired color produced. Being now too brittle to
twist by hand, the lea.f takes the form only which is produced
by the heat. The theine, or intoxicating" property of the leaf, is
destroyed to a greater extent by the heat than in the green tea,
and the change in the chemica'! properties is attributable to
the greater heat and to the greater exposure to the air in the
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process of preparing the leaves for the furnace. After the
roasting they are assorted by the sieves. 1'he teas manufac"
tured as Congous and Sou Chongs are commonly known as
English breakfast teas. The leaves of Olea fragrans, Chloran"
thus and the flowery pekoe are used for scenting teas.

Teas are brought down to the places of shipment by river
and canal and over the narr.ow roads on the backs of coolies,
often from long distances, a package at each end of a bamboo
on the shoulders of a coolie, such as is seen daily on the streets
of San Francisco. Of the finest teas only a single package,
which is not allowed to touch the ground, is borne at a time.
Two bam boos, about seven feet long are lashed to the package,
one on each side. 'Tile other ends of the bamboos are fastened
together so as to form a triangle, with a cross-piece to rest on
the shoulders. When nece:-;sary to stop for meals or for the
night, the packa.ge is set against the wall and rests on the ends
of the bamboos.

The teas are packed by the great tea companies at the places
of shipment in chests of a peculiar manufacture, which are
always lined with thin sheet lead, and sometimes additionally
with a peculiar kind of paper of Chinese manufacture, and
matted on the outside to protect them as much as possible
from deterioration by the sea voyage, and the chests before
shipment are faced on the outside with a thin paper, on which
is usually printed the name of the vessel or Pacific Mail
steamer by which the shipment is made, the name or initials of
the consignees, the kind or'tea, the number of the chop-all of
one number being of the same chop or the numbers may be
divided for the purpose of insurance-and in the margin usually
the place from which the shipment was made.

Black teas are Inore generally adulterated than green teas.
Indigenous leaves are mixed with tea leaves, which, after
having under-gone together the processef'l of preparation and
roasting, are very difficult of detection, except by tea testers
and persons familiar with the native leaves. The peculiarities
of the epidermis are easily recognized under the microscope.
ArtificiaJ coloring produced with Prussian blue, fibrous gypsum,
etc., may be looked for in low-priced and inferior green teas;
but most extensive fraud and adulterations are practiced in our
own cities in the revamping of damaged teas and exhausted



tea leaves by refiring and refacing-the color being given with
black lead, indigo, Prussian blue, mica, etc. 1'he8e, for. the most
part, may be detected by their unwound or unrolled appearance.
Spurious tea,s are ma,de of tea dust, the sweeping of the tea
warehouses, the husks of rice and the leaves of other plants, by
the use of agglutinated material.

In Japan tea leaves are not rolled or twisted by hand or
heated over furnaces, as in China, but are dried in the sun.

Almost every nation or people have sOllie substitute for tea
which is used as a beverage. The leaves and twigs of the
Paraguay holly are used in va,rious portions of South America.
The leaves of two shrubs, Prinos Glaba and Ceanothus Ameri
canus, are used in portions of this country. The Malays use
the leaves of a plant they call the tree of long life. In Japan
the leaves of Hydrangea rrhunbergii are used and the so-called
teas find their way to this country under the names of Labra
dor tea, Mexican tea, etc., all possessing more or less nutritive
and stimulating qualities. Of all known substitutes the
Brazilian is the most powerful stimulant, which when indulged
in to excess produces delirium tremens. In China, tea is drunk
without milk or sugar, and is made by putting the leaves into
each individual cup, covering the same after pouring on the
hot water.

Carpenter says teas were introduced into England by the
Dutch East India Company about 1650. The first historical
notice is an Act of Parliament of the year 1660. Mr. Pepys.
Sectretary of the Admiralty, says: "In 1661 I sent for a cup of
tea, of which I had never drunk before."

The British East India Company sent two pounds of tea as a
present to the King in 1664. Soon after its introduction into
England it found its way and came into use in this country.
The throwing overboard of a cargo by the Boston 1'ea Party
gives us the most important historical fact in connection with
its introduction into this country;

The first American tea house was established in China by
Samuel and Augustus Russel of Middletown, Connecticut,
which is still continued under the name of Samuel Russel &
Co., Canton.

The extension of the rrrans-Ca,spian or the completion of the
Trans-Siberia Railway along the border of China to Vladi vo-
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SU1vIMARY OP THE RESULTS OBTAINED A T THE
\; U. S. SUGAR EXPERIMENT STATiON AT

AUDUBON PARK, T.JJUISIA1VA,DR.
lV. C. STUBBS, DiRECTOR.
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stock, will save many days' time in the delivery of teas to
European ports and largely the loss of flavor and the impair
ment of quality by shortE)ning the sea voyage, and also much
time and consequent impairment by shortening the long inland
transportation by the delivery at the Pacific terminus of teas
destined for our own markets.

The tea plant can be grown in every portion of California
where the camellia is now grown. and I see no reason why the
curing of the leaf by the sun process may not be as successful
here as in Japan. The styles such as. are imported from China
cannot be produced in California. While the soil and climate
may favor, the cost of production "Yill admit of neither compe
tition nor profit, but those who have suitable lands can have
the satistaction of producing, in some form, teas that are pure
and mmdulterated.-Alta Calijorm:a.

---0---

The four years just ended, have been patiently and indus
triously spent in the investigations of the many problems un
derlying the successful growth of sngar cane and its manu
facture into sugar. While everything hoped for has not been
attained, the little accomplished, supplemented by the con
sciouslless of the rectitude of our intentions and that generous
support yielded by an indulgent patronage, gives consolation
and lends encouragement for renewed effort3 in the future.
Nature yields her ::;eCl'ets with great slowness, and only to
those who apply aright, does she reveal them at all. Mindful

, that there are many, many facts yet to be learned before per
fection in cane production can he attained, and relying upon
that cordial support of the public so generously bestowed in
the past, and a strong determination to accomplish its mission,
the Sugar Experiment Station, in its new and handsome
quarters. re-enters the experimental arena, confident of ulti
mate snccess.
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rrhe following ate some of the conclusion::; taught by the
results of the last four years:

1. That the upper portion of the- cane is the equal, if not
the superior to the lower part for seed, while the latter is
vastly i-3uperior as a sligar producer.

2. That with good seed, two stalks and a slight lap will
give an abundant harvest, and no more is needed.

3. That seed cane may be selected from either plant or
stubble.

4. That suckering (tillering) is a natural function of all
~ereals and should be encouraged to produce the best results.

5. That mttoons come equally as well from suckers as from
the original stalk.

6. That cutting cane in planting is not- necessary to insure
successful germination, the latter bei'i.1g dependent upon other
conditions.
" 7. That the vital power of good sound eyes is enormous l

enabling the latter under favorable conditions of heat, mois~

ture, and aceess of air to germinate at greut depths, - or even
remain dormantly sound for over a year when properly pro
tected.

8. rrhat the present width of rows may be lessened (when
the soil will permit of· easy cultivation) with promise of in
creased production.

9. That several varieties of foreign canes promise adapta
bility to our wants.

10. That both nitrogen and phosphoric acid are needed by
our soils to grow maximum crops of cane. That excessive
quantities of each should be avoided, the former as being posi
tively injurious and the latter as being redundant and wasteful.

11. rrhat while sulphate of ammonia gives slightly the best
results and fish scrap slightly the worst, it ma,y be asserted
that any form of nitrogen experimented with, will give re
munerative returns when properly compounded, a,nd used in
such quantities as to furnish from twenty-five to fifty pounds
nitrogen per acre.

12. 'l'lmt phoRphoric acid, when applied at or after plant
ing, should be in a soluble state, in quantities of thirty-two to
sixty-foul' pounds per acre. Even the latter might, with pro-

)
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pJ'iety, be applied before the crop is planted. That in insolu
ble phosphates should always be applied sometime in ~1dvance

of the planting.
13. 'rlmt no form of potash is preferred by the cane plant,

and that small quantities neither increase the tonuag-e nor the
sugar content.

14. 'l'hat mineral manures (phosphates and potash) when
applied alone, are without much effect; to be available they
must be combined with nitrogen.

15. That nitrogen is most cheaply supplied to the planters
of Louisiana in the form of cotton seed meal, and experiments
have demonstrated that its profitable limits are between 300
and 600 pounds per acre under cane.

16. That tile drainage is ~1 very valuable amendment to the
soils of South Louisiana, and when properly done will pay a
handsome dividend UpOl! investment. Experiments indicate
that the best results are obtained when tiles are placed from
twenty to thirty feet apart.

<. 17. That pea vines turned under give an increased yield to
the subsequent crops, extending even to the second year's
stubble.

18. That the stubble from canes properly ma.lJured will
give profitable crops for several years, while that unmanured,
or unproperly fertilized, will fail in a year or two.

19. That manures can be prepared which will insure a large
sugar content. The latter seems to be largely dependent UpOll
soil, sunshine, temperature, moisture, and climate. ,

'rhese are the deductions from the work of the past four
ye~1rs, and may be modified by future investigations.

The question of the proper manuring of cane is not yet
settled. Seasons, particubrly n1infall, modify the benefits of
fertilizers. If one could accurately foretell the season, then
manuring could be done with some degree of intelligence. It
seems quite well established that manures should be applied in
such quantities and proportions to meet the requirements of a
vigorous growth from the time of germination until Septem
ber. At that time all available plant food should be exhausted
and growth should be sUi::lpended and the plant permitted to
mature.
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The proportions are independent of seasons, but the quanti
ties assimilated by the plant are regulated almost entirely by
the amomit and distribution of rainfall. Therefore, what
would be an excessive mc1,nuring in a very dry season, might
prove inadequate to the requirements of a plant in a very
favorable one. Our experiments indicate that from twenty
four to forty-eight pounds of nitrogen and forty to seventy
five pounds phosphoric acid to the acre, are the quantities
which can be succesr,fully assi!nilated during an average sea
son. 'fhese are furnished by using from 350 to 700 pounds
COttOll seed meal combined with 300 to 600 pounds acid phos
phate, and this mixture is recommended both on account of
its cheapness and its efficacy. Upon new -lands abound
ing in nitrogen or pea vine fallow, less nitrogen is re
quired than upon stubble or succession cane. Equal mix
tures will do for the first, while two or even three parts of
cotton seed meal to one of acid phosphate may be required
upon the latter. Each planter should study his soils, and
when found deficient in vegetable matter, should always in
crease his nitrogen.

There are very few seasons that will permit of the assimila
tion by the plant of over 900 pounds of this mixture to the
acre, and hence quantities above this should never be used.
On the other hand, there are still fewer seasons when 500
pounds can not be easily assimilated, therefore ,1, less quantity
per acre will rarely ever be found profitable.

In the application of manure great care is needed. It
should by some means be thoroughly incorporated with the
soil. The time of application is also important. Many plan
ters apply nitrogenous manures at the time of planOting and
mineral manures when the cane is well advanced. There is
no objection to an application, at least in part, of the nitro
genous manures at the time of planting, but there is a decided
loss in postponing the application of mineral ma,nures. 'rhey
should by all means be applied at planting, oi', even better,
before planting. These do not leach from the soil, and the
sooner applied the more diffusihle they become in the soil.
This is pcLrticularly the case with potash. Nitrogenous man
ures may be applied at planting and cLt any time during early
growth.
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WHERE BEES MAY BE KEPT.

Bees may be kept anywhere. On any farm, in any town or
village, and even in large cities. In the last place named, the
writer knows several successful bee-keepers. But bees will do
much better in some places than in others. As a rule, the best
farming districts will be the poorest for bee-keeping. Regions
which are largely uncultivated, in which there are hills and

In the midst of the general depression of business, and the
sharp competition which is making all profits small, there ~re

me"LllY dwellers on farms and in slIlall towns and villages who
are looking about for some means by which they may increase
th6ir incomes. Besides a man's regulcl,r business he may often
attend to other matters at odd moments which will prove both
a source of pleasure and of profit. Attending a garden or an
orchard of small fruits is occupation of this kind, which brings
pleasure, recreation and profit. Here, also, may be classed
bee-keeping, an occupation 'which to many has given great
pleasure, to some considerable profit, and to all who heLVe
entered into it in an earnest spirit, relief from the dull and
oppressive cares of daily duties, eLBd such an insight into the
mysteries of insect life as they never before possessed.

The spring is the proper time to begin bee-keeping, as it is
also the proper time to begin gardening; for after the confine
ment of\vinter the mind naturally turns to out-of.·door occupa
tions, and an interest can now be aroused which may be unat
tainable later in the season. rfhe issuing of new swarms and
their capture interests us, as the appearance of new plants,
their blossoms and fruits.

Anyone who is prompt, careful, patient and apt may keep
bees with some hope of profit. If he is a lover of nature, so
much the better; yet he can hardly long properly care for bees
but that a love of nature will be developed. Bee-keeping is
especially ade"Lpted to teachers, ministers, physicians, to all who
have some leisure in the mornings and evenings, and who
especially need some entertaining open-air occupation. It is
only a few weeks in the spring and summer that bees need
much attention, and a few minutes each day will suffice for a
number of colonies.
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mountains in a state of nature, will generally he the hest
regions. The reason for this is, that in good farming districts
all the wild plants which produce honey have been destroyed,
wHile in hilly and mountainous districts these remain. 'l'o
illustrate: ·Where the writer lives, the only honey plant,
which can be depended upon to produce a snrplws is the white
clover, while in the mountains a few miles distant the bee·'
keepers have clover and in addition, the l'uspbelTy, the bass
wood, and the buckwheat, so that if one plant fails, they have
all the others, and in good seasons their bees may be storing
honey the whole summer.

The side of a hill 01' mountain is a better location than
either the foot or top of the same, for the bees will have a
greater range of season. A wide river or lake is a disadvan
tage, for many bees will fall into the water while crossing ·with
heavy loads. California is at present the banner State in the
Union for honey; but the mountains of Virginia and South
Carolina ought to be nearly as good.

rrhose who make a specialty of bee-keeping daim that they
illclY be made profitable almost everywhere. The writer has
had some experience which leads him to believe that there is
truth in the assertion. During two summers he was unable to
pay mueh attention to his bees through stress of other duties;
and yet each of these seasons, called "poor honey years" by
the neighboring bee-keepers, he had colonies which stored
large amounts of honey. These colonies were allri,r;/d; there
was something lacking in all the other colonies. The keeping
the colonies just ri,r;ht is what constitutes the successful bee
keeper. The past season the writer saw a colony store sixty
seven ponnds of honey while no other colony in the yard
gathered a single pound of surplus.

THE PREPARATION TO l\fAKE.

The beginner should first visit an apiary and talk with an
experi81lCed bee-keeper. If possible see him work a day or
more with His bees, when more ·will be learned than by reacl
ing twenty volumes, while yet' without any practical know
ledge of the sn bject. If it is proposed to enter the business
for a livelihood, then the whole summer should be spent in the
employ of a skilled bee-keeper.
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SELECTING THE FIRST COLONY.

The beginner will not needmore than one or two colonies
to start with. These will increase as fast as he can letLrn how
to manage and Ci:Lre for them. ~rhere are several raGes or
varieties of the honey-bee now cultivated, and though there is
not much difference in their value to the experienced keeper,
the Italian hees are best for the beginner, because they are of
a milder disposition tba,n the COlllmon black or Genm1u bee.
Eight dollars for Italian and seven dollars for German bees is
the price which dealer3 genera.lly charge at present; but they
are being offered as low as five dollars per colony by farmers
this spring. At the price named, the bees will be in a modern
hive with movable frames. 'rho beginner does not waut to
have anything to do with any other hive. Tn the autumn bees
should be secured for at least one-third less than in the spring.
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It would be well to have some one familiar with bees to
select the colony for the beginner, for there are all de.r/rees of
value in bees, as in other m'ticles. If you buy of a dealer, be
sure that he is a reliable man; but if the beginner must de~

pend upon himself, then let him go to the apiary from which
his bees are to be purchased on a, warm day when the bees are
in full flight. 'rhe hives from which the largest Bumbel' of
bees are flying are the most valuable, for they will contain the
largest number of bees. A hei:wy hive, rather than a light one,
should be selected; and one which cast a swarm the last sum
mer, rather than one which did not swarm.

After the bees are purchased they are to be removed home.
In warm weather this is best done at night, for then ail the bees
are in the hive; though, if the colony is smoked for intervals
of half an hour, most of the bees will be secured, even in the
dn,ytime. A piece of wire gauze is tacked over the entrailce,
the hive is placed on a spring wagon and carried to its new
location. In the morning, before the bees are liberated,
they ma,y be smoked, i.tl1~1 ~1 board stood up so as to shacle the
entnl.llce to the hive. This "vill cause them to mark the new
location, so that there will be no loss. On the wagon the
hives should be placed with the length of the wagon; in this
way they carry best.



TO HANDLE BEES.

To the Rev. D. L. Langstroth, we owe the knowledge thatbees
when gorged with honey will not sting. Hence, if we can get
them into this condition, we may handle them without fear.
Mr. Langstroth recommended opening the hives carefully and
then sprinkling the bees with sweetened water; but of late
years, smoke is used to frighten them, when they quickly fill

ARRANGEMENT IN THE APIARY.

The hives should be placed llear the ground, with a board
sloping from the alighting board to the ground. This enables
heavy-laden bees to enter the hives much better than if they
are elevated. A half brick under each corner of the hive gives
sufficient elevation. The hives should not be nearer each other
than five or six feet; and an irregular order is better than
regular rows. The ground about the hives should be kept en
tirely free from weeds and high grass. It is nicest to have the
ground covered with sawdust, spent tan-bark or clean sand.
The hives should tip slightly to the front, to enable the bees to
cleanse them easily, but should be level from side to side.
Everything in the apiary should present a neat and attractive
appearance. The hives should be painted, and white 01' some
very light color is the best because it will be coolest.

THE POSITION OF THE APIARY,

The hives should be in a place warm in winter and not too
hot in summer. On dry, never on damp soil, they should be
away from foot-passenger, cattle and sweaty horses, where the
morning sun will strike the hives very early, so that the bees
may get early to work. In villages and towns, they may be
placed anywhere on the back lot, in the g"l,rret, in a shed or
even on the roof. 'rhey should be neal' the house that swarms
may be readily seen, and that. they may receive attention at
odd minutes. Shade is not necessary, though in very warm
weather it is grateful to the bees. If the location is a very hot
one, shade should be provided, and this is neatly secured by
planting a grape-vine llear each hive and training it to a neat
trellis, or a few boards may be laid Oll the hive. The hives
should not be located where they will he subject to driving
winds, as these penetrate the hives and cause the loss of marty
bees about to enter thern.

I
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PRESERVE THE FORESTS.

The American Forestry Association has adopted a petition
to Congr.ess for an act withdrawing temporarily from sale all
distincti vely forest Jands belongi ng to the Government of the
United States, as recommended by the Secretaries of the
Interior during the past three Administrations. and providing
for their protection; and authorizing the employment of the
army, if necessary, for this purpose until a Commission, to be
appointed by the President, sha.ll ha.ve made such examination
of t.he forests on the public domain as shall be necessary for
determining wha.t regions shonld be. kept perrnanently in
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with honey, and are hanaIed with ease. '1'he writer uses only
a little smoke, wears neither gloves nor a veil, and yet gets
but very few stings. To handle bees, one must be calm, fear
less and free from all offensive odors. Bees especially dislike
the odor of perspiration, and one perspiring, should not handle
them. 1'0 open a hive, puff a little smoke in at the entrance,
wait five minutes, puff some more in, and at once open the
hive and proceed to exarnine it. If the bees are unruly, give
them more smoke and wait awhile, in time the smoke will
subdue them. A little chloroform on C1 sponge, placed in the
smoker, will answer in place of the smoke.

Remem bel' never to strike at a bee. Do not be jerky in any
of your movements. Don't breathe on them. Don't crush any
of {,hem. Don't squeeze any of them. Ii stung on the hand
suck the part until all the odor disappears.

SWARMS AND HONEY.

Have hives in readiness for swarms, one of which you may
expect from every good colony. When the bees begin to build
new combs at the top of frames, you should place on the hives
the boxes to receive the surplus honey. Covel' these boxes
well so th,Lt the heat will not escape .from the hive, else the
bees will not enter the boxes.

Keep a, strict account with the bees, and do not buy appli
ances, except as they enable you to do so from their surplus.
'1'his will cause you to go :::low until you know your real needs.
-COlT. Independent.



forest, and shall have presented a pran for a national forest
administration; also authorizing the President of the United
States to appoint a Commission for the purpose of examining
the forests on the public dOlluLin, and reporting to Congress a
pla,n for their permanent management. The Association says:

'1'he reasons for our urgent petition for the passage of these
measures is briefly this, that, in the opinion of all those who
have investigated and eonsiderecl the matter, these measures,
or others equally radical, CtUl alone secure the magnificent for
ests upon these lands from destruction by ax and flame within
a eomparatively short period.

Vi/hat the result of such destruction \vould be, may in some
measure be realized by considering these forests from three·
points of view. .

First. They are valuable parts of the property of the nation.
Though far less extensive than formerly, they still cover from
50,000,000 to 70,000,000 acres. They are too valuable, merely
as present property, to be neglected, left to the timber thief to
carry off' 01' the chance fire to hul'll down.

Second. They will be needed as an important source of
timber supply for the Western States for all time to come. If
the population of America is to continue what it is now, to
say nothing of its probable great increase. these forests must
always be looked to to supply the people of a vast region with
ti mbel' for buildings, railroads, mining and many man ufactur
ing industries. Any serious diminution of this supply, owing
to deforestation on a large seale, would prove a serious check
to the prosperity of the Western States.

Third. The greatest value of these forests to the present
and future inhabitants of the Western States is in the assist
ance they render to agriculture through their influences on the
water supply and the elimate. The mere loss of national pro
perty, though measured by millions. can he endured. The absence
of a timber supply at home can, in a measure, be IlUltle up for
by purchases frol11 more prudent foreigners and by the substi
tution of other materials in the place of wood produets. But
there is absolutely nothing. natural or artifieiaJ, that will take
the place of the mountain forest as a regulator of rain-fall and
water snpply. Every inland region without forests is a region
of long droughts, varied by destructive storms. Every moun-
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RY MRS. M. D. WELLCOME.

These destructive insects h~tVe afforded me mucb entertain
ment as well as vexation. I have spent many hours studying
them under a microscope. Those which devoured the rose
plants in my window garden gave me the most variety of
development. I have never seen them in different stages on
any other plants though I have had thousands of them. The
greatest mystery connected with them is their sudden advent
on some plants just as soon as a bit of green peeps from the
soil. Especially is this true of the crocus. The aphis has a
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tain region without forests is a region whose streams, instead
of watering the valleys below with a constant and adequate
flow, alternately dwindle into insignificance and swell ilito
raging torrents, not only flooding the country, but covering it
with rocks and sand from the mountain sides. Great as is the
damage caused by the loss of mountain forests to a region
naturally well watered, it would render agriculture impossible
in that extensive district which has so recently begun to be
rendered fertile by the use of irrigation. No system of reser
voirs, even the most costly and ingenious, can take the place
of the forests on any large scale. The most that it can do is
to co-operate with them.

It is respectfully suggested that the true value and use of
these mountain forests has never been properly considered by
this Government. It has, apparently, never realized that
mountain-forest land differs from all other land in this import
ant respect, that its condition cannot substantially be changed
without disastrous results; that it must, for the sake of the

I, properly agricultural land, always remain in forest. On the
contrary, it has been sold and given away like other land with
out any restrictions whatever upon its use in private hands,
although the experience of every nation shows that the national
government alone has the power and the means for the best
forest management, and that its power must be exerted even
over private forest property, in order to prevent disaster to the
community from the action of individuals.

---0

SOJ.lfBTE11NG ABOUT APHIDES.



speciallihing for this plant. Foliage an inch in height will be
thichly covered with them. Where did they come from?- Who
can tell ~ A week ago, the crocuses were so thickly covered,
in despair I cut the foliage down close and threw it into the
fire. This morning I noticed it had grown a bit and was loaded
with the pests. I have quite a variety of bulbous and other
plants on my stand; some of them are infected with the lice,
others are never touched. 'rhe tulips have many; hyacinths
and begonias none.

When I used to try to cultivate tea roses in the winter, I
always had to fight the aphis. Noticing various characteristics,
such as were never manifested on other plants, I made a special
study of them. I discovered the following stages-tiny eggs,
tiny red insects, :mme, apparently just hatched, were stationary,
others of various sizes, were running about, several brown
aphides, several white, tmllsparent and with long wings, l11ctny
green, with two protuberances near the extremity of the back,
many cast-off skins. I watched very frequently in order to
detect, if possible, this act of casting, but in vain. Sometimes
I would notice a large, white, transparent, wingless insect, so
long stationary I thought it probable the change was at hand,
but I never saw it. After obtaining all of the entertailHnent
possible from microscopic observations, I would then ruthle!"sly
cut off every leaf and consign the pests to the fire. I was
always rewarded by seeing my plants quickly putting forth
new branches and leaves, followed by buds and blossoms.

How many, many times I have se~Lrched periodicals and
books to find the biography (?) of the aphis, some light on its
origin and an account of its different stages, but none came.
I found sufficiently often to keep it in fresh reme111 brance, an
account of the utilization of the insect by ants for the honey
exuded from the little tuber on their back; but rarely any
thing else for years. About two years ago, however, I found
in alarge volume an elaborate article on Aphides in which the
unknown writer has quoted from several naturalists, Linllams,
Geoffrey, Gmelin, Bonnet, 'l'rembley, but most elaborately from
Dr. Hichardson, who gave a history of this insect in the 41st
vol. of the" Philosophical 'rransactions." Here I find collected
a great amount of information, and from this I will condense
some interesting facts for the satisfaction of those readers ""ho

·'r" :~~·..c, ::c:...:,::::•." .••• '.:::- .~::C :O".==..:=,~:-=,.....:::::::"~==-
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may have had an intense curiosity with myself to learn all
about these pests.

'fhe first thing that particularly interested me was the state
ment that Gmelin enumerates about seventy species, all of
which are found in different parts of Europe. They infest an
endless variety of plants, and it is believed that each species is
particularly attached to one kind of vegetable only. This
explains why the aphis of the rose is so unlike that of the
crocus. These last always appear alike, and apparently never
pass through the changes of the rose aphis. There are never
visible any eggs, but presto! as before stated, no sooner is the
green apparent, there they are-never a wee red one, never a
big brown one, never a transparent white one, but precisely

.alike, everyone.
Linnmus defines the generic character of the aphis thus:

beak inflected sheath of five articulations with a sin ale bristle,
antennm setaceous and longer than the thorax, either four
erect wings or none, feet formed for walking, posterior part of
the i1bdomen usually furnished with two little horns.

Geoffrey says the aphides have two beaks,' one of which is
!Seated in the breast, the other in the head; this last extends
to and is laid upon the base of the pectoral one, and serves, as
he supposes, to convey to the head a part of that nourishment
which the insect takes or sucks in by means of the pectoral
beak.

Trembley" confirms in a most satisfactory manner the al
most incredible cireumstances respecting it, that an aphis, or
puceron, brought up in' the most perfect solitude from the
moment of its birth, in a few days will be found in the midst
of a numerous family, and that if the experiment be again
repeated on one of the individuals of this family, a second
generation will multiply like its parent, and this may be many
times repeated with like effect."

Mr. Richardson says: "'rhe great variety of species which
ocenr in the insects now under consideration may render an
inquiry into their particular natures not a little perplexing
* * * but we may reasonably suppose all the insects compre
hended under ~Lny distinct genus, to partake of one general
nature." Mr. Richardson selected the rose aphis for his special
subject, and says: ., 'fhis sort appears early in the spring and
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continues late in autumn." This is true as respects outdoor
roses, but indoor roses have them at all times.

He tells us that those aphides which appear only in spring
proceed from small, black, oval eggs which were deposited on
last year's shoot; that they are a,t one time of the year vivip
arous and at another oviparous.

" When they first come from the parent they are enveloped
in a thin mem brane having the appearance of an ova1 egg;
these egg-like appearances adhere by one extremity to the
mother, while the young ones contained in them extend to the
other, and by that means gradually draw the ruptured mem
brane over the head and body to the hind feet. Being thus
suspended in the air, the insect soon frees itself from the
membrane in which it was confined, and, after its limbs are a.
little strengthened, is set dovvn on ::;0111e tender shoots and left
to provide for itself.

"In the spring months there appear on the rose-trees but
two generations of aphides, including those which proceed
immediately from the last year's eggs; the warmth of the Sllm
mer adds so mnch to their fertility that no less than fi ve gener
ations succeed each other in the interval. One is prod ueed in
May, which cast oft' their coverings three or four times accord
ing to the "Warmth of the seasori. This frequent change of
their outward coat is the more extraordinary because it is
repeated more often when the insects come the soonest to their
growth, which sometimes happens in ten days. Early in June,
some ot the third generation, which were produced about the
middle of May, after casting off the last covering, discover four
erect wings,much longer than their bodies, and the same is
observable in all the succeeding generations which are pro
duced during the summer months, but, like all the others,
without any diversity of sex. :;: :;: :;: When the last covering is
ejected, the wings whieh were folded up in a very narrow com
pass, are gradually extended in a surprising manner, till their
dimensions are at last very considerable. :;: :;: :;: In the autumn,
three more generations of aphides are produced, two of which
generally make their appearance in the month of August and
the third before the middle of September. 'fhe first two difter
in no respect from those which are found in summer, but the
third differs greatly from all the rest. 'L'hough all the aphides



which have hitherto appeared were female, in this generation
several male insects are found, but not by any means so
numerous as the females. The females ha ve, at first, the same
appearance as those of the former generations, but in a few
days their color changes tJ,:om a green to a yellow, which is
gradually converted into an orange before they come to their
full growth * * * all these yellow fernales are without wings.
The male insects are, however, still more remarkable, their
outward appearance readily distinguishing them from this and
all other generations. I,Vhen first produced they are not green
like the rest, but of ~L reddish brown, and have afterward a
dark line along the back; they come to their full growth in
about three "\veeks and then cast off their last covering, the
whole insect being after this of a bright yellow color, the Wil)gS
only excepted; but after this change they become a deeper
yellow, and, in a very few hours, of a dark brown."

In this deseription, which accords "Very fully with my 9wn
observations as given in the beginning of this article, Mr.
Richardson makes no reference to the red babies, some of
'which I noticed had a black dot on their baelL

rl'he observations of Mr. Curtis are chiefly intended to show
that the aphides are the principal cause of blights in plants
and the sale cause of the honey-dew. He, therefore, calls this
insect the aphis, or blighter. He says: "'Vere a person
accidentally to take up a book in which it is gravely asserted
that in some countries there are certain animals that voided
liquid sugar, he would lay it down, regarding it as a fabulous
tale, yet such is literally the truth." Mr. Curtis collected
some on a piece of writing paper, from a brood of Aphis
S'((licis, ~Ll1d found it to be svveet as sugar; and observes that
were it not for the wasps, ants, flies, etc., that devour it as
quickly as produced, it might, no doubt, be collected in con
siderable quantities, and by the processes 'used with other
saccharine juices might be converted into the choicest sn~ar 01"

sugar-candy. The. sweetness of this secretion, the glossy
appearance it gave the leaves it fell upon and the swarms of
insects it attracted led him to the conclusion that this was
none other than the honey-clew, hence the idea that it bIb
from the atmosphere was an erroneous one. If that were the
case, it would fall upon everything indiscriminately, whereas

\
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Total for five years :;; :2,(i88

Thus the cost per 100 arrobas (about 22 cwt..) in case the
production per caballeria were 200,000 arrobas, in five years
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it is never found except on eertain plants and trees. It is
found also on plants growing in greenhouses.

Why does not some enterprising Yankee make a collec
tion of thi::; aphis on a large scale, protecting them from
the rayages of insects and go into-the bm:iness of raising them
for the manufacturing of sugar ~ It is a pity these pests could
not be made useful. Why allow the ants to have the whole
monopoly ~ One species has long been enslaved by man for
the purpose of producing cochiuea,l dye; why not subjugate
another for sugar raising ~-Independent.

---0---

THE COST Oli' SUGAR PRODUCTION IN CUBA.

COST OF PRODUCTION OF THE CANE.

Rent, preparation and sowing of one caoalleria of land S 724
Seed 120
Clearing, hoeing, etc., dUl'ing the fil"st year........ 47G
For the four succeeding yellrs at $842 per year......... 1,3G8

The question of the amount of cane produced by a given
quantity of land is naturally a difficult one, depending, as it
does, upon a number of circumstances, such as the kind of soil,
the' variety of the cane, the mode of cultiva,tion, the time of
sowing, the system of cultivation, etc.

Ourcollaborateur, D. Juan Bautista Jimenez, calculates tha,t
whilst a caballel'ia of land under exhaustive cultivation pro
duces some 60,000 arrobas (of twenty-five pounds) of cane per
seventeen or eighteen months, llew soil, well-prepared, sown
with carefully selected seeds, intelligently and considerately
cultivated, would be capable, in a favorable year, of producing
148,000 arrobas.

The average production for five years for the whole of the
island is generally supposed to be as follows: One caballeria
of land cultivated exhaustively for a long succession of years
will give 40,000 arrobas, and one situn.ted in a district newly
brought under cultivation will yield 60,000 ul'rohas; so that
the first would give in five years about 200,000, and the second
about 300,000 an-obas.
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$2,144
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Caballeria of 60,000 arrobas.
Cultivation $ 893
Cutting and carting....... 800
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COST OF MANUFACTURE.

Assuming that the extractions of the sugar contained.in 100
arrobas of cane, or rathel', that the working of 100 arrobas of
cane is worth $1, the al'robas of sugar will cost:

'With an extraction of 6i1 per cent $ 0.154
With an extraction of 7~ per cent..... 0.133
'With an extraction of 8it per cent......... 0.117

If then the caballeria, produces 200.000 arrobas of cane in
five years, the production of sugar and its cost per caballeria
will be:

At (j} per cent, 13,000 arrobas $ 2,002
At ii per cent, 15,000 arl'Ouas........ 1,995
At 8~ per ccnt, 17,000 arrouas........ 1,989

And if the caballeria produces 300,000 arrobas, the produc-
tion of sugar and its cost will be:

At (ji per cent, 19,500 arrobas $3,003 00
At 7} per cent, 22,500 arrobas...... . .. 2,992 50
At 8~ per cent, 25,500 uITobas.......... 2,983 50

Taking as basis for the price of the arroba the mean figure
calculated by our associate 8 de Junio, for 90 deg. polarization
for all packings and ports indifferently during four years, the
result is $7,175 ; so that we shall get the following amounts as
the value of the respective yields in the two cases under con
sideration :

13,000 arrobas, at $6.7175, eqnaL $ 9,327 50
15,000 arl'ObllS, at 86.7175, equal... 10,762 50
17,000 arroulti:l, at S6.7175, equal......... 12,197 50
HJ,!iOO alTouas, at S6.7175, equaL................ ]3,091 25
22,500 al'rolms, at $(j.7175, equaL....... ...... 16,143 75
25,50() arl'Oblli:l, at SO.7175, eq Ult!............... 18,396 25

The above data contain the necessary elements for arriving
at the profit to be obtained from a caballeria of land, whether
it produces 40,000 or 60,000 arrobas, and whether the yield is
6~-, n, or 8·~ per cent.-Revista de Agriculturas.

would be $1,344, aud in case the production were 300,000
arrobas; $0,893.

Assuming, then, tha,t the cutting, loading, and carting per
100 arrobas (about 22 cwt.) would be $0.80, we shall find that
the 100 arrobas of cane, delivered at the mill, will have cost:

. CabalIerht of 40,000 arrobas.
Cultivation..... _ $1,344
Cutting and carting' _.... . 80U

\
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THE FiG FOR PROFIT.
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Does it not seem strange that the fig crop is not made more profitable
as a marketable crop? 'Ve imagine the best und cheapest way to pre
pai'e them for market and to preserve them any great length of time in
large quantities would be to dry them in evaporators. Is there any
objection to this method '? If SQ, what is it? Why can't figs be grown
profitably as a market crop? Let those answer who can.-Ex.

The fig can not be profitably marketed in its na,tural state,
and there is only a very limited demand for the preserved
article. Dried figs however, find a ready market at profitable
pnces.

The process of drying figs is simple and inexpensive, the all
important point being to have them thoroughly dried and
packed in bug-tight cases or boxes.

To dry figs properly they should be picked after the dew is
dried off and before the "blossom end" has expanded. If !
allowed to rernain on the trees until so ripe that the end
opens, much of the juice evaporates, and the fig, whetl" dried,
will he hard and brittle, instead of soft and pliable. As soon
as the fruit is gathered it should be dipped in a solution of
lime and water, or weak lye, to remove the objectionable fuzz.
Then lay it on clean trays and press each fig with the finger
until the lower end opens. If you have an evaporator the pro-
cess of drying will be considerably shortened; if not, they
must be left in the sun until thoroughly dry. (

From paper box manufacturers you can get small boxes at a
low cost of any desired size (those holding a pound will be
best). Get waxed paper and place in the box; pack the figs
in layers, pressing them firmly, and between each layer sprin- q
Ide the least bit of common brown sugar; this keeps the juice
from drying out. After the box is full, fold the waxed paper
over the top, place on the cover, and where. the ends of the
cov~r join the ends of the box paste a strip of paper. You
then have a moisture-proof, bug-proof package that will keep
an indefinite length of time, and an article that will, we
think, bring a remunerative price in the market.-Florida
Agriculhwist.
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